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Project Partners & Supporters

About the Cover Pictures:
Collect, sort, and pack: so it begins …

Autumn Collections
While the bulk of our kit collections were scheduled for the last week in September, there was still
chance for a couple of pre-emptive pick-ups first from Ed in Tewkesbury and then from Jamie and the
gang (pictured below) at Marlborough CC.

In mid-September we journeyed into deepest Surrey to collect kit from Kim. The four dozen junior
bats and balls were generously donated by the Surrey Cricket Board and have already been earmarked
for Richard Verity’s cricket project with Syrian children in Beirut’s Shatila refugee camp.

The kit collections began in earnest on 29th September, but not before stress levels went through the
roof. Having battled our way through Brexit and pottered perilously through a pandemic, the last thing
we expected on the eve of our travels was a fuel shortage, closed forecourts, and the distinct
possibility that all our planning would be in vain. Nor did the 29th start too auspiciously as the hire
van had less than a quarter tank to start a two hundred mile plus day. Spirits sank still further with a
closed and coned forecourt at our first garage. Fortunately, the second was open and, with no limit,
allowed us to FILL! the tank. We were off and running.
First stop Brigg, Nigel Brown, and a substantial amount of clothing and kit from Alkborough CC. The
rest of the morning was taken with the journey to Brighouse and a meet with longtime project
supporter, Steve Archer, of the Yorkshire Cricket Board. The good cricketing folk of West Yorkshire
had excelled themselves with an unprecedented amount of clothing and kit. So much so in fact that
the doors of the hire van needed a good deal of persuasion to close. Nor were we able to pack all the
kit. So, a further early morning visit to Steve was planned for the following morning en route to
Manchester. After a much needed cuppa we set off back to Lincoln and a lengthy unpacking in a
recently requisitioned garage.
Not that our day was over, far from it. In late afternoon we set off for Newark and a kit collection from
Peter Mason and XL Club members. The final stop of the day was Navenby where we took possession
of equipment from a nearby school. From its heyday a decade ago, the pupils – contrary to opinions
following the latest T20 and Hundred competitions – had fallen out of love with cricket. To a backcloth
of falling rain, we loaded the school’s entire stock of kit. A bittersweet end to a long day on the road.

In sharp contrast to the late summer conditions of the previous day, Thursday dawned grey, windy
and with a distinct chill in the air. Autumn had arrived overnight. Undaunted, we started our return to
Brighouse. The squally rain held off just long enough to (yet again) all but fill the van. Astonishing! In
fact, at nearby Blackley CC we had to decline several bags of kit lest it compromise other scheduled
pick-ups. That aside, the club proved a real gem with the most superb setting imaginable. The only
downside being the Force 9 gale raking across the playing area.
Back on the M62 there was a brief stop at Birch Services to collect kit from Martin McEwan of the
Northern CC. While there we attempted a brief repack of the van. There was still not enough space,
however, to contemplate a collection from the Hayfield CC near Glossop. My thanks to Bill
Higginbottom for his understanding and the promise to hold the kit until next year. With that it was
on to the Woodhead Pass and some spectacular scenery. Our final pickup of the day was near
Mansfield where another longtime supporter, Charlie, did not disappoint. As expected, it took a team
effort to close the sliding door. This made possible only by further kit being placed on the middle seat

of the cab. In Lincoln, having already filled one garage, we unloaded the kit in a recently requisitioned
second adding a couple of bags collected from Neil Lockwood and the Lindum CC.
Meanwhile, as we were traversing the
Pennines, fellow project trustee, Tim,
had been collecting a long wheelbase
(LWB) van in Reading for the journey
to Lincoln. The idea being to load the
kit on his arrival and, after a quick brew
and bun, to head back to our Berkshire
base camp. It took a further bout of
creative packing to load the LWB. We
made it, but only just, with the last few
items being decanted from bags and
squirreled into whatever nooks and
crannies existed. Sue provided much
needed sustenance for the night
ahead and with that we were back on
the road: another van, another driver,
another route.
The evening drive south was not made any the easier by high winds and heavy rain. The two hundred
miles collecting kit, followed by a round trip of 320 to base camp, made for a long day into night. All
we had to do now – in light of the huge amount of kit – was not to PANIC!
The initial reaction on opening the garage doors the following morning was to run, very fast, and as
far away as possible. The left side of the garage had barely enough space to swing a cat (not that we
were there for the cat-swinging), while the right side carried both overspill and a combination of last
summer’s collection and kit donated earlier in the month. In short, we had a shedload of kit and it had
all to be sorted, sieved, and separated. Fred and I took the first shift. Four hours on and it was if we
hadn’t even started. Tim and I attacked the bags on Saturday although our progress was impeded by
heavy rain which forced us to work in cramped conditions with one of us sheltering under the raised
garage door. All of which left Sunday, a full contingent of volunteers (Tim, Fred, Ron, and I) and the
promise of fine weather.

A curious sight for passing dog-walkers and horse riders, piles of cricket clothing and equipment were
strewn across forecourt and lawn, with a nearby party wall requisitioned for a couple of dozen
helmets. Slowly but surely bags were emptied, kit separated and, by early afternoon – the hours laced
with teas, coffees, Jaffa Cakes, and the now statutory bacon butties – the repacking had begun. In
contrast to Saturday’s deluge, the weather was on our side and by stumps close on fifty bags had been
sorted and stored. Monday was set aside for tidying and finishing off the bacon.

And … RELAX!

Beneficiaries

Cricket UK
I’m delighted to report that recently donated
clothing and kit will shortly be placed with a
cricket project in Croydon. Run by the Refugee
Council, the project involves a group of
talented young Afghan cricketers. Project Front
Foot has supported this group over the past
three years. Early next month, PFF volunteers
will take a swag of shirts, flannels, and
protective equipment to a South London
cricket school for one of their indoor training
sessions. The bulk of our autumn collections,
meanwhile, remain at our project HQ destined
for refugee cricketers on the continent next
spring.

Cricket Lebanon
In early January four bags of donated project kit headed to Lebanon destined for both the young Syrian
cricketers of the Shatila refugee camp in southern Beirut and cricket hubs in the Bekaa. Thanks to
generous support during this current kit appeal we have set aside further kit for these aspiring young
cricketers; bats and balls donated by the Surrey Cricket Board having been added to junior kit donated
by clubs in and around West Yorkshire.

Cricket Germany
As the season drew to a close, and thoughts turned from outdoor to indoor practice, we asked a
selection of clubs who had benefitted from project kit this summer to share a few images of their end
of season programme and presentations.
Berlin Cricket Academy

R. C. Dresden e. V.

Wiesbaden CC

Baden-Württemberg Cricket

Moorburger CC, Hamburg

Chemnitz CC

Hochschule Rhein-Waal CC, Kleve

Cricket France
Arras CC
Towards the season’s end, Louise and the Arras CC decided against their usual coloured kit and donned
the project donated shirts and flannels. And a splendid sight they made too with a return to more
traditional cricket wear.

Aunis CC
There was change afoot too in western France where the young cricketers of Aunis CC swapped the
wide open spaces of La Rochelle for their indoor winter home.

Front Foot Forum
For all the latest Project Front Foot news and information please click on our Facebook page at
www.facebook.com/projectfrontfoot/.

Front Foot Finances
With the dust beginning to settle on our recent kit collections it is time to consider the project’s
financial situation. In keeping with the other 186,000 UK charities, we rely heavily on the support of
volunteers pitching in with their time, vehicles, and fuel. Early in the project’s life I coined the term:
kit rich, cash poor. The recent mountain of donated clothing and equipment bears out the former,
while a quick glance at the project’s Income & Expenditure Account is a stark reminder of the latter.
Despite operating on a shoestring, we remain reluctant to go down the road of funding appeals,
preferring a make do and mend approach instead. However, the sea change from India to the UK &
Europe combined with the financially debilitating effects of Brexit have made life increasingly difficult
on the financial front. Recent project expenditure has included £600 for import duty and kit
distribution around Germany, while a further £500 was incurred last month on van hire and fuel.
Thanks to the key support of UK companies, we were spared the major expense of getting our thirty
plus bags of kit from the UK to Germany in early summer. It is unlikely we can count on such support
again. This means sourcing our own van hire, fuel, and ferry passage next spring. The projected cost
of which will deplete our funding reserves to such an extent as to see the project functioning little
beyond the summer of 2023. If you would like to contribute to the project’s running costs, and in so
doing extend our working life, please contact Vic at projectfrontfoot@gmail.com. We look forward to
hearing from you.

Project Rewind
Mumbai, October 2018, and a visit to the Byramjee Jeejeebhoy Home for Children in Matunga.
Project Front Foot had long been
a supporter of this Matunga
orphanage. This cooperation had
seen us not only donate kit, but
also undertake some lively
coaching sessions over the years.
To this end we were delighted to
donate sixty Kwik Kricket T-shirts
and two dozen play balls in early
October. There was something of
a return to the colours too for PFF
as I agreed to coach and play a
little cricket with the kids over the
final three Sundays of my stay,
thereby offering India the chance
of a little revenge for the recent
Test series.

To break the ice that first session
I took along a bag of assorted kit:
the helmet was a big hit with
wicket-keeping and batting
gloves not far behind; a thigh
pad proved something of a
mystery; while we had to rescue
a couple of kids who got stuck in
the batting pads. Ice well and
truly broken, we moved onto
some batting and bowling basics
before some catching and
throwing exercises. Warm work,
but an awful lot of fun.

In Memoriam
September 28th marked the seventh anniversary of the passing of Mr P R Subramanian. A great friend
and supporter of Project Front Foot, Suby was solely responsible for helping secure our ground in
October 2009. Without the use of the Indian Gymkhana at King’s Circle, there is every likelihood that
the project would not have got off the ground. Suby was also a key figure along with Ramu, Ramakant,
Milind and Chand in what became our Rural Schools Initiative. In October 2011, his help and advice
were of immense value as we took our first unsteady steps in the world of air freight with 500kgs of
clothing and kit making the journey from the UK to Mumbai. A gentle, soft-spoken man, Suby’s
contribution to the project proved a key factor in its growth and development.
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And finally …
a word on the clothing and kit donations that didn’t make the cut. As you might expect, not all the
items are in pristine condition. The sorting and sifting then is as much to do with rooting out what we
don’t need and can’t recycle as to what we do and can. Into this group comes the down-at-heal, the
distressed, and the downright dodgy. The quality control starts as each bag is emptied. Bats are quickly
inspected for cracks and faulty handles after which shredded rubber grips are removed and a decision
made on whether they remain fit for purpose. Pads and gloves are similarly inspected for slits, rips,
stitching issues, and the sight of any errant padding. Helmets are rigorously road tested for cracks,
missing padding, loose visors, and the requisite number of screws. Nothing is left to chance. As is the
case with vexing Velcro. Or, in the case of pads, gloves and thigh pads, Velcro that has simply downed
tools and stopped Velcroing.

The recent sort and pack was significant for the high numbers of orphaned pads and gloves. While
strenuous efforts were made to locate the missing partner, in the end the search was called off and
the singletons consigned to a bin liner. Given that we pretty much know our target sizes for shirts and
flannels, it nevertheless came as something of a surprise to find several new pairs – cellophane, tissue

paper and all – of X4L flannels! Even at a modest 6’ 2” the flannels easily covered the area between
my ankles and chin. I’m not sure who these flannels were destined for, but I sure wouldn’t want to
face the guy from twenty-two yards, with a new ball, and a Blackley CC tail gale. They, along with all
the other discarded items, were taken to a nearby tip and placed in the respective clothing bank or
skip.
On a more positive note, we continue to recycle – as we have since 2009 – all the non-crickety clothing
and footwear that comes our way. This includes fleeces, hoodies, shirts, shorts, tracksuits, and rain
jackets. These are set aside, bagged up, and taken to three local charities: the Salvation Army, SHOC
(Slough Homeless Our Concern), and South Ealing Social Services. Of the latter, I can report that our
latest donation has already been earmarked for recently arrived Afghan refugees.

Vic Mills. Berlin. October 2021.

